
 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Elk Lake Publishing in Plymouth, MA is pleased to announce the release of  

I TALK WITH MY HANDS: The Contest  

By Jeanne Mansfield & Gail Lenhard, St. Petersburg, FL 

Now available in paperback on Amazon and Barnes & Noble and in  

eBook format on Amazon. 

 

What Readers are saying: 
 

I really like I Talk With My Hands: The Contest. I’ve only read the first five chapters and can’t wait to 

read the rest. The signing is cool. I want to know what is wrong with Nathan and find out if Danny’s 

birdhouse wins the contest.  

This is a great book. —William, age 9 
 

 

I recommend I Talk With My Hands: The Contest by Jeanne Mansfield and Gail Lenhard. As an 

elementary librarian for many years, I was always happy to find chapter books for the six- to ten-year-

old children about students with challenges. To read a story about a deaf child who is portrayed as 

leading a full life in spite of his challenge is important for children who are not challenged as well as 

those who are. A book like this is important on the shelves of elementary school libraries as well as 

available on the book store shelves. —Ann S. Brett, MSLS, MSEd., school librarian, retired. 

 

 

 

 



Synopsis: 
 

He’s eight-years-old and he’s deaf. But that doesn’t stop Danny Greene from building spectacular 

birdhouses and dreaming of his own bicycle.   

 

His family’s recent move from Denver, CO to Nashville, TN challenges all his coping skills in the 

hearing world.  

 

How can he use his sign language and lip-reading abilities to make new friends, deal with a bully, and 

prevent a crime? 

 

 

About the Authors: 
 

Jeanne Mansfield has a life-long love of books. While volunteering for Goodwill-Suncoast’s 

Children’s Literacy Program, BookWorks, she found a book for children written in Braille. This 

sparked the idea for I Talk with My Hands, a book for both deaf and hearing children. She has written 

and self-published two toddlers’ books. They are interactive, colorful, humorous, and educational. She 

feels introducing children to books at an early age is vital. 

 

Gail Lenhard is an award-winning author who enjoys writing for all ages and genres. When Jeanne 

approached her to collaborate on I Talk with My Hands, she eagerly agreed, bringing to the project 

memories of growing up with a deaf mother. Gail resides in St. Petersburg, Florida, with her husband, 

daughter, granddaughters, and her many kitties. 

 

 

I TALK WITH MY HANDS: The Contest 62 pages.  

 

Best Sellers Rank on Amazon:  

 Top 100 in Children’s Christian Social Issues Fiction 

 Top 100 in Children’s eBooks on Disability 

 

About the Publisher: 

 
Elk Lake Publishing, Inc. is a traditional publishing company based in Plymouth, MA. Elk Lake 

publishes a variety of fiction of all genres as well as nonfiction. For more information, visit 

ElkLakePublishingInc.com 

 

CONTACT: 

Deb Haggerty, Publisher 

Elk Lake Publishing, Inc. 

508-746-1734 
Deb@ElkLakePublishingInc.com 


